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TOTAL NEUTRON CROSS SECTION OF IRON

L. A. Vinhas and R. FuHaro

ABSTRACT

The total neutron cross lection of iron has bewi measured by transmission within the neutron energy range

0.2879-0.0016 eV. using a slow chopper time-of-flight spectrometer and a crystal spectrometer at the IPEN research

reactor. The data were analysed to determine the total inelastic scattering cross section. The results obtained were

compared with calculated values based on the Marshall-Stuart theoretical model and the agreement was quite good.

I - INTRODUCTION

The steel components, iron, nickel and chromium, as well as cobalt and zirconium, are

important structural materials in the design of nuclear reactors and the precise determination of their

total thermal cross sections is desirable.

The development of accurate computational methods for thermal reactor lattices has reached

the point at which neutron cross section uncertainties are a major limitation to the confidence with

which theory can be applied to practical situations.

In simple reactor systems the most significant uncertainties are largelly of two types: those

which arise from approximations to the transport equation employed to simplify the analysis and those

which result from uncertainties in the physical data, mainly the neutron cross sections used in the

calculations. The mathematical approximations have been received most attention and from such studies

the understanding of the behavior of neutron on a reactor lattice was improved. So the uncertainties in

the basic cross sections even in the well-known thermal neutron range are still the major source of

remaining error in the calculation of reactor characteristics.

In the thermal neutron energy range the 3 3 5 U and hydrogen cross sections are so well known

that they contribute little to the total uncertainty in the multiplications and buckling. The principal

uncertainty comes from the steel components Fe, Ni and Cr. The absolute errors in thermal cross

section of these components should produce systematic differences between measurements and
(8)

calculations of a reactor .

Except for iron, the measurements and data evaluation about thermal cross sections of the

other structural materials for reactors mentioned here, were subject of previous papers ' .

In the present work the total cross section of iron has been measured in the energy interval

0.2879-0.0016 eV (or in wavelenght 0.533-7,091Â) by neutron transmission method.

The total inelastic scattering (coherent + incoherent) cross sections has been determined by

subtracting the total elastic scattering and capture cross sections from the measured total cross section.

The inelastic scattering cross section is compared with calculations based on the theoretical

model formulated by Marshall and Stuart '1 3 '1 4 ' and the experimental points are fitted to a polynomial



sum in order to be represented by an analytical expression.

II - EXPERIMENTAL

11.1 - Transmission Measurement*

The total neutron cross section, aJg at each energy is obtained by measuring the transmission
of the specimen «with monochromatic neutrons. When a collimated neutron beam is perpendicularly
incident to the plane surface of a sample, the measured transmission, T, or the ratio between the
transmited I and the incident I intensities is given by:

o

T = l / l o = exp( N x o T ) <'>

where N is the number of atoms per cm9 of the sample, x is the sample thickness and oT = oQ + a f is
the microscopic total cross section of the atom, composed by the capture cross section oc and by the
scattering cross section a N is given by:

N = — - (2)
A

where NQ is Avogadro's number, A is the atomic weight and p is the density of the sample. For samples
in powder form, which is the case for the iron sample used, the density to be used in the calculation
depends on the powder compactness, and is computed from mass and volume measurements.

The neutron source for this work was the IPEN swimming pool research reactor operated at 2
MW. Neutron transmissions through the iron samples were measured using the IPEN single crystal
spectrometer in two different energy ranges: 0 .2879-0 .0356 eV (or 0.533 1.516A) and
0.0051-0 .0016 eV (or 4.008-7.091Â). For neutrons with energies in the intermediate interval
0.1000-0.0027 eV lor 0.9-5.5Â) a curved slit slow neutror chopper and time-of-flight spectrometer was
used. A'l the experiments have been carried out at room temperature (295-297K).

11.2 - The Sample

The iron sample was in powder form (from Carlo Erba Co.) with purity higher than 99%. A
spectrographic analysis showed the presence of some impurities of low total cross sections, such as:
MndOOppm), Mg(500ppm), Ni(150ppm), CudOOppm) and P( < lOppm).

The iron powder samples was placed in an aluminum holder; and for the l 0 incident intensity
measurements, a similar but empty aluminum holder has been used in order to eliminate the effect of
the lateral plates of the holder.

11.3 - Crystal Spectrometer

The IPEN crystal spectrometer has been described thoroughly in previous paper'0'. Its
operation is based on the selective diffraction from a tingle crystal, governed by the Bragg equation for
coherent elastic scattering, given by,

X = (2d i i n 0 ) / n with n = 1,2,3 (3)



where: n is the order of reflection. X is the neutron wavelength, d is spacing of the appropriate crystal
planes and 9 is the glancing angle of the neutron beam with respect to these planes.

From the wave_j>roperties of neutrons, one can convert wavelength to energy, using the
relationship X = 0 .286/VÉ. with X in Angstrom and E in electronvolts. The several neutron wavelengths
are selected changing the Bragg angle 0.

Sincr any neutron which satisfies equation (3) car. be diffracted, higher order contamination is
always present in the reflected beam, which has neutrons with the desired wavelength X and also
wavelengths X/2, X/3, etc. Polycrystalline fillers, which transmit only neutrons with wavelength greater
than the cut-off given by twice the larger interplanar spacing, are commonly used to eliminate or
attenuate higher order contamination. A beryllium polycrystalline filter, with a cut-off at 3.96 Â, was
used in the present experiment.

The measurements of the total cross section of iron with the crystal spectrometer were made
under the following experimental conditions: for the wavelength interval from 4.006 to 7.091 A, a mica
crystal monochromator and a beryllium filter placed inside the beam hole were used; in the interval
from 0.533 to 1.516 Â a copper) 111) crystal monochromator was used and the beryllium filter was
removed because at this wavelength interval the higher order contamination can be neglected . The
crystal monochromator has been displaced from its maximum Bragg reflection position for the
background measurements.

11.4 - Time-of-Flight Spectrometer

The I PEN curved slit slow-neutron chopper and time-of-flight spectrometer has been described
elsewhere ' . This experimental apparatus was used only for the intermediate wavelength interval since
at high and slow wavelengths the crystal spectrometer is more suitable.

The chopper was placed in front of a tangential beam hole or through tube, so that the reactor
core was not "seen" directly, the neutron source being a volume of moderator |H2OI contained in the
portion of the through tube located in front of the core. The distance from the center of the neutron
source to the center of the chopper was 3.30 m. A shielded boron trifluoride proportional counter
12" x 1 " diameter, filled with BF3 gas at a pressure of 60 cm of Hg, located at a known distance from
the chopper, was utilized as neutron detector. Cadmium slits were used to define the neutron beam
between chopper and detector. A small low efficiency BF3 detector (99% transmission for 2200 m/s
neutrons) 1 " longx 1/4" diameter was located between the reactor beam hole and the chopper, for
monitoring the neutron flux.

Experiments have been carried out with good wavelength resolution because the polycrystalline
iron total cross section curve presents discontinuities due to crystalline effects . So, high chopper
speeds, from 10000 to 13000 RPM, were used119'. An 8psec channel length in a TMC 1024 channel
time-of-flight analyser and flight paths of 3.0m for wavelength from 0.9 to 3.0 Â and 1.6 m for
wavelength from 3.0 to 5.5 Â, were adopted. The wavelength resolution varied from 0.04 Â at X = 1. A
to 0.1 A at X = 5.5 A.

Transmission measurements were made in the usual way, with the sample in and out the pulsed
beam; background measurements were made with a 0.7 mm thick cadmium plate located between the
sample position and the detector.

The following calculations were carried out for each analyser channel: correction for counting
losses; normalization of the counting data with respect to monitor reading, subtraction of the measured
background; total neutron cross section computation from transmission measurements, with statistical
errors; calculation of the wavelength for each channel number, according to the overall calibration.



I l l - RESULTS ANO DISCUSSION

••1.1 - Experimental Total Cross Section

A series of oT measured values for potycrystalline iron at room temperature are shown in
Figure 1. These data, with only the statistical errors indicated, represent the result of an average made
with at least two independently measured values. For almost ail the experimental values the errors are
smaller than 2% and in the wavelength interval 1.0-3.4 A error bars are smaller than the dimensions of
the points.

With the aim of making a comparson. all the experimental results previously
punished'7 -1 0 -1 1 -1 2 ' and compiled in CINDA 76/77 ( 4 ) and CINDA 7 9 I 5 ) . are also shown in Figurei.
The main discrepancies near the Bragg edge regions can be attributed to the poor resolution of these
measurements.

111.2 - Theoretical Cross Sections

When a beam of thermal neutrons interacts with a system of nuclei, such as the polycrystalline
iron sample, besides neutron capture, four different types of scattering may be distinguished'31: elastic
coherent, elastic incoherent, inelastic coherent and inelastic incoherent. So, the total cross section is a
sum of five terms and for iron the magnetic scattering contribution must also be considered.

The capture cross section and the elastic scattering cross section are easily calculated;
nevertheless, due to the slow convergence o' the sum over all kinds of multiphonon processes and
integrals over the phonon spectrum of the material, several difficulties appear in the evaluation of
inelastic scattering cross sections. Therefore, in the present work, the total inelastic scattering (coherent
plus incoherent) cross section has been determined by subtracting the theoretical capture and elastic
scattering cross sections from the measured total cross section.

The capture cross section, a£ , of iron is calculated using the equation: aJX) - 1.409 X (A)
barns, which is obtained from the value of the capture cross section at thermal energy.
o (1.80 A) = (2.55 ± 0.05) barns'1 f ' and considering the 1/v energy dependence.

The elastic coherent scattering cross section, with nuclear and magnetic contributions included,
is given by

where N is the number of unit cells per cm3, c is the number of nuclei per unit cell, hkl
are the Miller indices, d is the interplanar distance, e ' 2** is the Debye-Waller factor and j is the
multiplicity factor for each hkl family of planes.

The unit-cell structure factor, FN u c is given by

F N U C I"W) - bcoh .1 • * " " « , * * , • 'V ,6)

bcoh b e i n 9 t h e c o fc* r*n t scattering amplitude and x, y, z the coordinates of the atoms in the unit cell.

The magnetic structure factor, F , obbeys a formula similar to that one given above for
F N u c b u t w i t h bcoh b e ' n ° wtatituted by p which is the magnetic scattering amplitude. When h + k • I
is an odd number, both F N u f i and F are zero; when it is an even number, they are 2b e o h and 2p.
respectively. The^q* that multiplies F in the equation for ojp"1, comas from a vector defined by'* '
q = tie. K) - K with K and e. denoting the magnetization vector and the scattering vector.
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respcctraetty.

The clastic incoherent scattering cross section is given by

o. X1
 Y

with a.f being singles nucleus incoherent scattering crocs section and Y following the mathematical
expression:

12h d
Y l ^ « + A ( ) l (7,

e

where h is the Planck constant, k is ihe Bottzmann constant. M is the atomic mass. A ( ~ ) is me

function. T and 8 are me sample and the Oebye temperature lespectwuWy.

All the parameters for iron used in the calculations are listed in Appendix 1.

111.3 - Tool Inelastic (calmem plus ncaherant)

The determination of the total inelastic scattering cross section was made by subtracting the
capture and the total elastic scattering cross sections, calculated following the formalism shown in
item 111.2. from the total cross section measured. The data for the total inelastic scattering obtained by
this procedure are shown in Figure 2. The error attributed to each point is the same as that of the
experimental value of total cross section used in its determination.

Theoretical values of o&?. calculated following the model introduced by Marshall and
Stuart113' and also described by Marshall and Lovesey115', are represented m the figure as the full line.
By this model, the difficulties in the calculation of inelastic scattering cross sections caused by the
multiphonon processes, are solved by two suggestions introduced by Plackzek 1 6 > 1 7 >: incoherent
approximation and mass expansion.

When a scattering process involves two or more phonons, the conservation of energy and
momentum is not restrictive. Therefore the multiphonon scattering tends to be a smoothly varying
function of scattering angle and incident energy. In these circunstances the interference of the scattering
from two different nuclei can be neglected. Thus the cross section can be evaluated as though all the
scattering was incoherent This is known as Plackzek's incoherent approximation.

Plackzek also noticed that if, in place of a multiphonon process expansion, the cross section is
rearranged as an expansion in the ratio of rcutron mass(m) to nuclear mass(M), then a rapidly
convergent series is obtained and, generally, tfic sum of the first three terms is sufficient to obtain good
results. This series is known as Plackzefc mass expansion.

According to the Marshall model , the total inelastic scattering cross section.g
alo*' = In"*' * °coh' i$ àbnimó as following:

Using the mass expansion, the total incoherent cross section is given by

C " °i 11 * <~> *• <*-<» + <^>J A, <*,l) • i^)' A, (*,t> } (S)
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x = V — and t = --.(^^ - . coaffioanB A | . A3 and A j haw been casaileeed by MeraiaM andStuart

in inferences1131. The o!""1 « • uMaiwjd by sab» acting from o**1 * K
by Aprfnsion 16).

In rkfi fc 2. *he SertaSfleKtory sjroentent tetween «lie csfcuftBtod curve
points cjn be

For nuclear dMs purpoa» it is cownnimt to d tmibt • » tool mtasttc scanerirtf cross section
oy 9 «Mnpw «nan/ucai axpnnBfon. noapanoanay o« wa faouiavjo coamejanok w w i win a n . via
dtwwwinad «ates of tool inalaww. croai aactwn ware adjusaed by a polynomial sum by least squares fit.
The best fit was ob*«ned unmj the mowing •

£ 11368884 - 19 860450 X • 12568190 X2 -

- 4.147218 X1 • 0.7471*7 X4 - aO68SO7Xs •

+ aoosGosex* (in

The dkshed line in Fiyjre 2 ivpiweim *te total inelawic scjtwiing cakutavjd by the abo»c exprasHon.

•V-CONCLUSION

By measuring a largr number of points wivi food precision and resolution and by vw
caKuiaiions pcrformaot vie prestnt worn wieiiuSyio tt^va an improwjment to vie Rnowieoejament of vie
total neutron cross section of iron at thermal an subvwrmal energy regions.

From the total inelastic scattering cross section determination, an analysis of vte validity of ihe
Marshall and Stuart model was made am» also a simple analytical expression was obtained describing vtis
partial cross section, which aHows its use as nuclear data.
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APPENDIX I

Parameters and constants for iron used in the theoretical catcutatiow of partial e n » section:

- Capture cross section (thermal energy): o * 2.66 barn

- Coherent scattering cross section: a . - 11.37 bam



- Incoherent scattering cross section: o j n c = 0.43 bam

- Coherent scattering amplitude: bCQh = 0.951 x 1 0 ~ i a cm

- Lattice parameter: aQ = 2.86106 A

- Atomic mass: 55.85 amu

- Oebye Temperature: 453K

- Parameter q2 = 2/3

e2

- Magnetic scattering amplitude p = ( — - ) S f f ff . nn

where

e2

) - classical radius of electron
me2

S > f f - effectiva spin quantum number = 1.11

Hn - magnetic moment of neutron in nuclear magnetons = 1.913

f - amplitude form factor given by Steinberg and Wick (Phys. Rev. 76994(1949)).

RESUMO

Foi mad ida a Mcçfc d« choque total do farro para neutrons, por transmissão, no intarvalo da energias antra

0.2879 a 0.0016 eV, utilizando um aspactrômatro d» tampo da v6o a um aspactr&matro da cristal instalados no raator

de paiquisa do IPEN. Os dados foram analisados da modo a determinar a secefo de choque total de espalhamento

inelasticc. Os multados obtidos foram comparados com valores calculados com base no modelo teórico de

Marshal I-Stuart.
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